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paper Manufacturer is working
with oSMo technology
11

11 osmo-softening plant
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t the end of 2009 a well-known german
manufacturer of corrugated cardboard
invited tenders for the renewal of the boiler
feed preparation in an existing industrial power
plant. the preparation system had been in operation for less than ten years at this time and
no longer corresponded to the modern availability and automation requirements of the operator.
Technological challenge
the challenge for osmo membrane systems
gmbh lay in re-engineering the old system
without interrupting steam production. the experiences that the operator had gathered with
the existing system were first analysed and incorporated into the concept for the new system. for example the operator had been forced
to replace some of the membranes in the old
system after a short time and there was no
further opportunity to test the installed membrane module during operation. Because of the
low level of automation there were also only
limited opportunities for remote monitoring.

osmo plans custom-made
demineralised water preparation for a renowned manufacturer of corrugated cardboard
in germany.

if necessary. this substantially increases the
availability of the system technology and represents an advantage for the client. In addition
the reverse osmosis equipment was designed
with the necessary automation to prevent exceeding the maximum concentration that is
physically possible (scale control). this measure results in a long membrane lifespan. In the
realised osmo system it is also possible to test
the quality of the membrane elements during
operation (element control). the system technology was completely visualised so that it is
now also possible to carry out efficient remote
operation.
osmo provided the client with a mobile, container type preparation system for the entire
duration of the conversion to ensure that sufficient steam was available for paper production
at all times.

Scope of delivery
the system technology delivered by osmo comprises pre-filtration, conditioning and a reverse
osmosis system with downstream water-softening system for the production of absolutely soft
and low-salt drinking water in the so-called low
salt content process. The maximum flow rate
of the entire system is 24 m3/h, whereby the
individual process levels of reverse osmosis and
softening can also be carried out individually

Small Facilities as a Trend –
Miniﬂot and Chemﬂot
12 Chemflot-unit
13 rse-measurings
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se entsorgung Ag, a specialist in the cleaning of industrial waste water, also supplies
standardised small facilities as well as large
facilities.
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Compact and fully automatic,
standardised small units such
as „Miniflot“ and „Chemflot“
are in demand for waste
water treatment.
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Miniﬂot Units
these units are based on the principle of electro flotation and are used for the processing of
spent acid (in Azerbaijan), for the cleaning of
emulsions (in germany and serbia) as well as
for processing waste water from pickling operations (in slovenia). the average capacity of
these units is 2 or 5 m3. with their compact
construction, the fully automated functioning
(up to the filter press drainage) and the cleaning of large amounts of industrial waste water
to indirect discharge quality, Miniflot units are
in demand as waste water treatment facilities.
Chemﬂot Units
Chemflot units on the other hand are based on
chemical precipitation / flocculation and are
primarily used for the cleaning of waste water

from pickling operations. these involve fully automated batch systems – designed on the basis
of experiences with the Miniflot units. Chemflot units are also suitable for the reduction of
Cr6 + (chrome) or the removal of cyanide from
processed water. this type of equipment was
developed in 2008. Up to now, five units have
been delivered and other orders are being processed at the moment.

CCI Modulbau – Turnkey
Delivery to Napalm records
14 Company area napalm records
in Eisenerz
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apalm records primarily concentrates on
underground metal and goth music. famous bands of this genre such as falkenbach,
Vintersorg and tristania are under contract
here – these groups have also to some extent
managed to make it into the charts and have
also been able to position themselves with the
mainstream audience away from the pure metal
scene. As well as marketing the bands, the head
office of Napalm Records in Eisenerz, which has

CCI achieves another construction project for the
Austrian heavy metal record
label based in Eisenerz.

other subsidiaries in texas, usA and Canada, is
also responsible for the merchandising of the
fan articles. more than 15,000 articles are currently sold through an online shop.
In the past CCI modulbau has already carried
out construction projects for the company
headquarters in Eisenerz. At the beginning of
2010, a second warehouse was handed over on
a turnkey basis. other extensions to hall 1 and
the existing office space are being planned.

